FORM 8 (Rule 7)

Section 8 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 1990 (as amended)
Application to the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for approval of a proposal

To the Cathedrals Fabric Commission ("the Commission")

The Chapter of the Cathedral Church of:

Christ and the Blessed Virgin Mary in Chester

Postal address, including postcode of the administrator or any other person dealing with the application:
9 Abbey Square
Chester
CH12HU

Telephone number: 01244 500 324 756

E-mail address: ted.comer@chestercathedral.com

applies to the Commission for approval of the following proposal:

The Proposal

Temporary retention of a wooden screen across the South West Porch
Summary of the nature of the work and its extent (and materials) [or in the case of an object, a short description of it and details of the proposal]
To support the Cathedral in keeping the church warm and functional over the winter months whilst plans are agreed for a permanent solution.

Plans, drawings, specifications or other documents

The proposal is described by the following items which accompany this form:

Heritage Statement – Southwest Porch, August 2022
Letter of Support – The Dean
DISPLAY OF PUBLIC NOTICE

I confirm that

(i) a Public Notice in Form 9 is being displayed from the date of this application;

(ii) a copy of the Public Notice in Form 9 is being sent immediately to the following bodies specified in rule 7(3) and (4) and as indicated below;

(iii) a copy (free of charge) of each of the plans, drawings, specifications or other documents itemised above is being sent immediately in accordance with rule 7(4) to the bodies indicated below.

Public Notice

Tick boxes to indicate.  

Fabric Advisory Committee of the Cathedral

English Heritage

The national amenity societies (or such person* as those societies have jointly appointed for the purposes of the Measure)

*If none, then notice is to be given to each amenity society listed below.

If the proposal is for works described in section 2(1)(a) of the Measure—

Local Planning Authority

Signed:

Administrator on behalf of the Chapter

Dated: 17/10/22.

Notes

1. The national amenity societies are the Ancient Monuments Society, the Council for British Archaeology, the Georgian Group, the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, the Victorian Society and the Twentieth Century Society.

2. This form and all the accompanying items in it should be sent to the secretary of the Cathedrals Fabric Commission at the Commission’s published address.
Section 8 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 1990 (as amended)
Application to the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for Approval of a Proposal
To the Cathedrals Fabric Commission ("the Commission")
The Chapter of the Cathedral Church of St Paul, London applies to the Commission for approval of the following proposal:

The Proposal
This proposal is for the installation of enhanced guarding of the Whispering Gallery.

Summary of the nature of work and its extent
Addition of web-mesh guarding around the Whispering Gallery. Fixing of stanchions to the wall of the inner drum with a radial handrail surrounding the Gallery, held on metal brackets.

Plans, Drawings, Specifications or Other Documents
The proposal is described by the following items which accompany this form:

- Reports: Application for Care of Cathedrals Measure (October 2022) and CFCE Design Report.
- Drawings: SPC (EX)000 Location Plan; (EX)001 Key Plan within Cathedral; (GA)101 Proposed GA Plan (above proposed guarding); (GA)110 Proposed GA Plan Extract; (GA)300 Proposed GA Section; (GA)301 Proposed GA Section at Cartouche; (GA)400 Proposed GA Elevations (Extract) (GA)500 Proposed Fixing Details; (GA)S01 Proposed Cartouche Details; 22C274/001_Section Existing Section through Gallery; 22C274/002-005_Elevation Existing (unrolled) elevation (4 no. sheets collated); 22C274/008_P4 Plan Existing Plan, cut low-level through Tijou Balustrade; 22C274/007_P5 Plan Existing Plan, cut mid-level through Tijou Balustrade; 22C274/006_P6 Plan Existing Plan, cut above Tijou Balustrade; 22C274/001_Section Existing Section through Gallery.

DISPLAY OF PUBLIC NOTICE
I confirm that
(i) A Public Notice in Form 9 is being displayed from the date of this application;
(ii) A copy of the Public Notice in Form 9 is being sent immediately to the following bodies specified in rule 7(3) and (4) and as indicated below;
(iii) A copy (free of charge) of each of the plans, drawings, specifications or other documents itemised above is being sent immediately in accordance with rule 7(4) to the bodies indicated below.

Public Notice
Tick boxes to indicate  
Fabric Advisory Committee of the Cathedral  
Historic England  
The national amenity societies – via JAS including The Georgian Group and SPAB  
Local Planning Authority

Copy Plans etc

If the proposal is for works described in section 2(1)(a) of the Measure:-

Signed:

The Revd Dr Neil Evans: Canon Steward on behalf of the Chapter of St Paul's

Dated:

24/10/22